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Here at onthewards.org, you will nd numerous useful podcasts and blogs on how to
survive internship, career advice , how to improve your CV and interview tips, all of
which prepare junior medical o cers (JMOs) for obtaining that next job. But what
happens when you nally get there and obtain that registrar job? How do you transition
from being a JMO to being a registrar?

Registrars are not just more e

cient versions of JMOs

Just like paediatricians often say “children are not just smaller versions

1. Your job is to be the consultant’s representative for the management of his or
her patients
While the treating co

2. Back yourself but know your own limits
Since almost all registrar positions require a selection process, you have therefore been
chosen for the job and entrusted to make decisions. Your prior experienceknowledge
and skills have earnt you this role and these same things should give you con dence in
making decisions for the patient. As your experience, knowledge and exposure to
di erent situations (and consultants) grow, so will the scope and con dence of your
decision making.

Patient safety should always come rst. Therefore, it is important to know when you
have reached your limit and ask for help. Note the limit of your own capabilities as a
doctor (di erent for everyone) and the limits of your designated role as a registrar
might be di erent – you should stop at whichever comes earlier. For example, you may
be comfortable and willing to withdraw active care for a deteriorating patient and begin
palliation, however this decision should be made by the treating consultant. Similarly, if
the consequences of your decisions (however logically sound) can expose serious risks
to the patient, you should also check with a senior before proceeding.
Asking for help or advice is not a sign of weakness or stupidity but rather a sign of
maturity and humility.

3. Learn to delegate - You cannot (and should not) do it all yourself
The decisions

b)

Do not assume that the tasks you have delegated will a
e

JMO tip: After nishing your tasks, you can attend some of these extra learning
activities.

5. Be comfortable with after-hours situations
Depending on where you work, you may be the most senior person in the hos
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